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Greetings,
Before the age of internet, television, and earbuds, families would
often gather at parties or even at the end of a normal day and play
music. Call us hokey or old fashioned, but there’s something
heartwarming about those scenes in old movies of people huddled
around a piano to sing popular tunes, or folks resting around a living
room not to face a wall with a screen, but instead to read a book or
play a game while the musical member of the family plucks away at
the guitar in the background.
It may be a bit of an exaggeration, but before our world was filled with
noise—the noise of traffic, the noise of notifications, the noise of shows
and headphones and someone playing candy crush on full volume even
though it bothers literally everyone else in a 20-foot radius—before all
that the world was filled with music. And not just some disembodied
voice from an electronic device, but real music played on real
instruments by a real, live person. A truly human life needs a little of
that kind of music. That means you need something to play.

Let's reach everyone who knows a better way is possible. Forward this issue to your friends and invite them to sign up for ALIGN.

The Better Alternative
The American instrument industry is filled with iconic brands
recognized around the world. Yet like so many companies, some of
these brands have taken a hard turn left. Gibson bent the knee to
Black Lives Matter. Steinway & Sons, the famous piano
manufacturer, has embraced the gods of diversity, equity, and
inclusion.
Luckily, there are better options out there. Lichty Guitars is much
more than just “not woke.” It is a master-quality, American company
in the Blue Ridge Mountains of North Carolina that sells instruments
handcrafted by carpenter and instrument builder Luthier Jay Lichty.
Lichty makes guitars, ukuleles, fiddles, and violas all crafted to order.
For those more casual players who don’t necessarily need a custombuilt instrument, Heritage Guitars is another good option. Founded
by former Gibson employees in 1985, Heritage Guitars focus on
manufacturing American guitars just the way they always have.
If you don’t just want to own a guitar but also want to learn how to
play the guitar, we urge you to take a look at Chord Buddy. They
make a unique piece of gear that helps you learn guitar chords. Not
to mention, the owner is an aligned, America first patriot. That’s hard
to beat.
One last thing. For those of you who want to bring to life some true
American folk music with a true American instrument, perhaps you
should consider putting the guitar aside and picking up a banjo
instead. Deering is a family-owned banjo company from just outside
of San Diego, California. Give one of their instruments a try, and with
some practice you can get everyone’s feet tapping to Rocky Top in no
time.

If you know of a business that shares your values, let us know so we can spread the word.

Business Spotlight
Some manufacturers have a legendary heritage. Noble & Cooley
Drum Company is one of them. Founded in 1854, they made drums
for Abraham Lincoln’s political campaigns as well as for the Union
Army. One of their drums was even made from a rail split by Honest
Abe himself. Located in Granville, Massachusetts, and run by the

sixth generation of the original founding family, Noble & Cooley is as
classic American as you can get.

Do you know a business or business owner that should be featured in ALIGN? Let us know!

The Bigger Picture
Our friends at American Firebrand released an explosive new video
that many are calling the best political video they've “literally ever
seen.”

Watch “Ultra MAGA”
When Joe Biden coined the term “Ultra MAGA,” he didn't know what
he was getting himself into.
Visit AmericanFirebrand.com
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New Founding is hiring! If you
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and invite your friends to
do the same.
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